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PREFACE 
'l'he a uthor believes t ha t the half - century ma rk a ffords 
:per haps the first rea l opp ortunity for mak ing an eva luation 
of the crea tive efforts of Am erica n comp osers. This for the 
reas ons tha t they have pa ssed thro ugh the sta .::: es of par·ti-
cipation in the revolt agains t t he past, imita tion of 
European music, exp erimenta tion alan:; their own paths , and 
emergence into what ca n l)e co ntemporarily termed a settled 
or a t lea st maturing production of musica l a rt, to the 
e:x:tent that it is possible to say, "Here we h<:1ve a :picture 
complete enough to be defined, and we moreover ca n see how 
it was drawn .~~ 
Amer i ca 's orchestr2. l music has received more at ten-
tion than its chamber works . This neglected area , then, 
reduced in scope to include a specific ensemble, the string 
quartet, wa s selected f or research. It was intended tha t 
the emphasis be placed upon composers of the middle-age 
group , since their styl es were a lrea dy established in t he 
1930's. In addition, qus.rtets by our more s i gnific· n t and 
important young er composers were to be included, in order 
tha t the half - century be rot nded out. 
In t h is connection, letter s r equesting the loan of 
manuscr ipts were sent to George Antheil, Elliot Ca rter, 
Pa ul (!rest on and. David Diamond , who unfortunately have had 
none of t heir string qv_::;.rt ets pu"'bl ished. With the exception 
of Paul \!reston, who ap ologized for hli!s inab i lity to send a 
copy of his work because of its i nRccessihility at the time, 
no other replies were r ece ived. This somewhat reduces the 
int ended sc op e of the paper . 
With one exception , the younges t compos ers, men still 
in their t wenties, ha ve been omitted upon the ground s tbat 
the ir persona l musica l speech has not yet cr•stalliz ed, and 
since their works are so c lose to us in time , a just as se ss -
ment of t hem would be difficult . 
CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFHHTIOUS OF TERMS USED 
Sta tement of the prob~. This study was underta ken 
for the following purposes: (1) to make an extensive analy-
sis of contemporary America n string quartets, (2) to show 
their relationship to similar works of contemporary composers 
of other countries, (3) to determine whether any progress in 
the use of form or technique can be found in these qua r t ets, 
and (4) to carry this one step fu1·ther and attempt to discover 
if any form peculiar only to American composers has evolved. 
Aims of the ~udy. At the turn of the century it had 
been the consensus of opinion that American-music--that is, 
a na tive musical expression- .. did not exist in the United 
Sta tes and perhaps never would.1 Our ability to evolve a 
national culture had been questioned, due to our position 
a s a melting pot for a ll the varied peop~es of the world. 
It has become quite common for authors of musical 
history to dispose of American composers in a few brief 
pages a t the end of the book. Publishers share this lack 
of faith, for more than seventy-five per cent of American 
string quartets still exist only in manuscript form . By no 
1 J"ohn Ta sker Howard, Our America n Music . (New· York: 
T. Y. Crowell Compa ny, 194l~p. 4. -----
mea n s a re a ll of these works by minor composers. For exe..mple , 
only three of ~uincy Porter's seven quartets are published. 
And such important composers of our younger g enere.t ion as 
David Diamond and Elliot Ca rter, each with three qua rtets 
to his credit, have been completely neglected. 
In the f a ce of this apa thy an effort was made in this 
survey to prove tha t American music l~s come of age a nd that 
our composers a re producing worthwhile a nd si gnificant music. 
II. DEFINITION OF TERMS EMPLOYED 
String ~uartet. In addition to the mea ning of " s t ring 
quartet" as a group of players a nd a specific instrumental 
combination, the term is used to denote a traditiona l musica l 
form which in general parallels the structure by movements 
found in the symphony. 
There are one or two instances where works are dis-
cussed which depart from this a ccepted norm--for example , 
Roy Harris' String ~uartet No. 3, which is a ctually a suite 
of four preludes a nd fugues. The author feels justified in 
including such works , s ince they represent the only one of 
the c omposer' s three works in this medium that is available. 
America. n compos~. In order to avoid a controversy 
the term a s employed throughout the thesis implies a composer 
of native birth. The author fully realizes tha t there are 
many composers of forei gn birth who have lived most of their 
productive yea rs in this c ountry. However, under the 
2. 
circumstanc es a line would of necessity have to be drawn at 
some point--thus my solution. 
III. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
The thesis proper consists of: a survey of string quar-
tets written by contemporary non-American composers; a dis-
cuss ion of the individual musical styles of the American 
composers included in this paper with biographical details 
when pertinent; an analys is of the formal designs , poly-
phonic forms, harmonic aspects, and an evaluation of the 
success a chieved in this medium and a comparison with 
similar efforts in other countries. 
3. 
CHAPTER II 
-GENERAL SURVEY OF STRING Q.UARTETS 
BY EUROPEAN COMPOSERS 
Chamber music ha s a l ways been the a ristocrat of the a rt. 
It bas rema ined a loof throughout evolution and revolution. 
The Romantic movement had little effect upon it a nd sma ll 
succe s s in shaking it from its essentia lly classical mold. 
Actua lly, the decline of interest in this form of mus i cal 
a rt began with t he dea th of Schubert. A few of the more 
cla s s i c istic comp osers, such a s Schuma nn and Mendelssohn, 
ha d written some works for chamber group s , but most of their 
crea tive energy wa s expended in the fie l d of symphonic mus i c. 
The ful l -bl ooded romanticists such as Liszt, :Berli oz , a nd 
iNa . ner neglected the idiom completely, a f a ct which is 
under s t an dable since their re spective experiments probably 
woul d have borne l i ttle fruit in such a restricted medium. 
Th e advent of Bra hms upon the musical scene marked a 
turni ng point in the history of chamber music. Wi th his 
advoca tion of restraint in music a nd a return to the ba l-
a nced , well-ordered a rt of ea r l ier days , it is na tural that 
the c h~mber combinations should appeal to him. 
Debus sy's undermining of the exces s of romanticism 
furthered the cause, for he introduced the objectivity so 
essential to chamber music. It is significant that both he 
and Ravel utilized clas sica l forms when w-r iting t heir string 
qua rtets. nd in his l~st chamber work s Debussy regr essed 
more completely and adop ted t h e styl i stic t endenc ie s of t h e 
old Frenc h cla vecinists. 
Oddly enough World War I played a n im~l ortant part in 
the inc rea s ingp opula ri ty of t h is a rt form. The wide sprea d 
economic collap se wJi. ch followed the wa r ma de it virtually 
im::_1 ossible for l a rge orche s tra.s to be supp orted. Chamb er 
ensembl es which were more economica l bec .::tme the order of the 
day. Stra vinsky's L'Histoire du Solda t is a f amous examnle 
of a work in whi ch the instr1.:1.menta.tion wa s necessia t ed by 
t h e times. 
J~rany oft he music festiva ls, e specia lly those devoted 
to c ontem~p ora. ry music, were orga nize d s h ortl y a fter the vva r 
a nd inherited the same econ omic conditions. Comp osers ha d a 
much better cha nce of ha.v ing a cha mb er work p erforme d t han a n 
orchestra l comnos i tion. It is na tura.l , then , tha t they 
should work i n this i d iom. 
A brief perusa l ofthe old progra ms of these fe s tiva ls 
revea ls tha t string qua rtets by Ba rtok, Jurilha ud , Hindem i th , 
a nd Kod~ly were first performed a t t hese a ffa irs. The music 
fe s tiva ls were instrwnenta l i n bringing these qua rtets bef ore 
the p ublic, a lthou gh perhaps a ll the works were not motive. t ed 
by them. 
The music a l revoluti onist s of the nineteenth century 
would certainly. be perplexed to learn that their twentieth 
century counterparts with their experiments in expressionism 
and neo-classicism have championed chamber music as one of 
their chief vehicles for musical expression. Their surprise 
would be understandable until we realized that the linear 
design and objective quality of twentieth century music lend 
themselves most admirably to this intimate art form. 
I. ENGLAND 
England, especially, has been the scene of a grea tly 
awakened interest in chamber music composition during the 
first half of this century. The l a st two decades of the 
nineteenth century marked a resurgence of interest in the 
music of native-born composers. At this time chamber music 
pla yed a minor role, but after the turn of the century 
British composers, stimulated by the challenge of music 
festivals and competitions (the Cobbett Competitions for 
Chamber Music are perhaps the most famous), tackled the 
problem of chamber works. The ea rly projects of the British 
composers hB,Ve little to commend them, being for the most 
part imitations of late nineteenth century models. Time and 
effort fortunately have a way of mellowing and polishing, and 
the British chamber works, more pa rticularly the string 
quartets of the past fifteen yea rs, have gradually acquired 
significant stature throughout the world. A most encouraging 
sign of the serious efforts in this direction has be en the 
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large out put of quartets. And individual British composers 
have not been content to wirte just one or two string quartets. 
' 
The number is usually three or more. 
Despite the renewed enthusiasm for quartet writing, 
British composers have not been consistently successful in 
the medium. Their material, which is often pastoral in feel-
ing, is not well suited to the essentially Germanic formal 
design within which they work. This often thwarts efforts at 
development. Most British composers also have a tendency to 
write themes that are much alike. It is a thought-provoking 
fact that many American composers also have a flair for 
inventing themes for their quartets which lack contrast. The 
author feels that this may be a prophecy of a return to the 
monothematicism of Baroque music. 
Heeding the pitfalls of the sonata form when the 
mat erial is not adaptable, composers such a s Delius and B ax 
have embraced forms consistent with their musical ideas. 
The r esult i s a sectional form in which the music proceeds 
from beginning to end with little repitition. Here again 
kinship with some American music is apparent. \fuithorne' s 
String Quar tet is built in just this way. 
An increasing originality of form becomes evident in 
more recent British quartets. Frank Bridge introduces the 
device of a germ element to unify his third quartet. Since 
t h e motive does not generate new material but remains much 
the same throughout the movements, the form is somewhat like 
7. 
the cyclical form of the nineteenth century. Benjamin 
Britten, the outstanding pupil of Bridge , uses a n~vel 
form in his first quartet . A slow introductory passage 
recurs between the exposition and the development and 
betwee·n the development and recapi tula ti on. The result 
is a combination thre e-part song -form and sonata form. 
This is not original with Britten, appea ring in a work as 
early as Cesar Franck's D Uajor q,uartet. Britten, together 
with a younger composer , Michael Tippett, have introduced 
baroque forms into their string quartets. The use of these 
older forms plus significant attempts at originality indi-
cate a break with the conventions of the past century. 
II. FRANCE 
French composers of the twentieth century have not 
turned to chamber music as enthusiastically as their English 
colleagues. For almost two centuries the musical reputa tion 
of France had rested upon stage works. During the last half 
of the nineteenth century French composers such as Franck, 
Saint-Saens a nd B!Indy turned to orchestral music, but their 
works for the orchestra were little better than imitations 
of German models. It was Debussy who brea thed new life into 
French orchestra l music. Ravel carried on the new tradition 
which was later inherited by "The Six." Debussy and Ravel 
did not restrict themselves to the orchestra and did write 
some chamber works. Yet compa red to the handful of chamber 
8 . 
works left by ~hem , the ou~~ut of Fra nce's l iv ing com9 osers 
is l a rge. Howev e r, c onrpa r e d t u the lJl' oduc t; i on of chamber 
music ~hroughout the world, it is second only to Rus s i a in 
the meagerness of quan t. i ty . I ·t is vara d oxical t hen tha t 
-~he most prolific contemp orary comp oser of chamber works 
should b e Jvii lhEmd, a J!'rencl:lman. Uilhaucl ba s written seven:.-
teen qu a r te t s in a ll. The techni ques a nd style s essa yed in 
these qua rtets is so vari ed tha t it would be imp ossible to 
discuss t hem a ll. Certa in g eneral cha r acter1st i cs can be 
dra wn from the group a s a whole. A three or five movement 
qua rtet is favored. The forms c a n be str i ct, as witness the 
op ening movement of the Sixth ~uartet (19? 2) which is in 
perfect sona t a form. Or as in the Second Str ing Quarte t 
(19 20 ) the form is free with contrapuntal d evices woven 
t hroug h the movements- - a fugato in t.he second mov ement for 
exgmple. Uilhaud ' s String Q,uart e t .N o. 14 (1':14b ) and S tring 
Q~uartet No. 15 ( 1949 ) a re unusua l 'Jilo rks, for they c a n be 
pla y e d separ~ t el y or tog ether a s an octet. 
I I I • GERMANY 
The Germa n tradi tion to maintain lea d ershl iJ in the field 
of chamber music hct s b e e n ably c e. rr1ed on by Schoenberg a nd 
Htndemi th. 
Schoenberg, a l thou ·:h hf.1.rmon i cal ly a modernist, has been 
content to wr1 t.e qu2.rtets fas h ioned UIJ on cla.ss1c a l lines. To 
be sure, there a re roma nt.ic el ements , especia lly in the early 
qua rtets. A voca l pa rt app ea rs in the score of 
9 . 
the s econd ; f or example t but the formal designs remain 
classica l, though often reworked in a n ovel way, Thus in ,, 
the String ~uartet i n D Minor , Opus ? (1 905 ), the usual 
four mov ement s of the c l a ssical quartet a re integrated very 
nea tly by t h e simpl e device of al l havi ng a c omm on thematic 
s ource , a nd they are organized i n a highly complex but 
log i ca l manner: 
I 1. A. Group of main themes (C); B. Transi-
tion; c. Group of sec ondary theme s (C, 
6/4, 3/4) 
2. First Development. (C) 
II 1. Scherzo (3/4 ) 
2. Sec ond Development (3/4) 
3 . Recapitula tion of ma i n theme group. (c ) 
III 1 • . dagio (C, 12/8) 
2 . Recap . of second group (4/4 - 6/4) 
3 . Tra,nsi t ion 4/4 
IV ~ 1 . Rondo fina le 
2. Development of previous motive 
3. Closing section (4/4) 
This quartet marks the beginning of Schoenberg's va riation 
techniques. It a ppears, for exa.mple, in the Adagio of the 
Second String Q,uartet in F# Minor, Op-10 (1907). The mater-
i a l of this movement (the third) is drawn from the first and 
second. The variations a re especially free, since Sc h oen-
berg follows the dictates of the text. The other movements 
a re, i n order, a cla s s ica l sona t a, scherzo, a nd rondo. 
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Again in the Third String Quartet--Op. 30 (1927), the 
Adagio consists of a set of three variations. The usual 
classical forms appear in the remaining movement s . In t :1ese, 
hoi'tever, the scherzo is replaced by an intermezzo in the form 
of a minuet, with the repetition worked out independently. 
Hindemith's string quartets have been a combination of 
baroque and classical forms. The three or f ive movements of 
the earlier quartets have given way to a four-movement struc-
ture in more recent works. 
As early as in the Quartet in F Minor #1, Op. 10 (1919) 
we find a wedding of contrapuntal and homophonic forms. A 
fugato, for instance, servies as the development of the sonata 
form of the opening movement. A fugato prepares the way for 
the recapitulation of the third movement which combines the 
functions of a scherzo and finale. 
Contrapuntal devices gain prominence in the third and 
fourt h quartets. Hindemith's fondness for fugatos pers ists, 
fo r the opening movement of the String Quartet #3, Op. 22 
(1922) is actually a fugato. Like Schoenberg, Hindemith is 
quite satisfied with traditional forms , and the remaining 
movement s are , in order, a s cherzo, song form, virtuoso 
movement (toccata or prelude) and a rondo. 
l:fi th t he String Quartet #4, Op. 23 ( 1924) Hindemi th 
t urns to the four-movement quar tet. Here counterpoint reigns 
supreme. Both the primary and secondary theme groups of the 
first movement enter fugal ly . The second consists of t1~o 
11. 
subjects of a double fugue. The final movement, a passacaglia, 
rounds out the quartet by concluding with a fugal stretto. 
The String Quartet # 5 in E-flat (1943) marks a reversal 
from the extreme contrapuntalism of the preceding works. 
Though still present, counterpoint becomes les s important. 
More emphasis is placed upon the thematic material and i ts 
development. Hindemith adapts, too, a lyricism not usual 
with him. 
IV. HUNGARY 
Hungary has but three composers who enjoy world-v'lide 
reputations: Dohnanyi, Kodaly and Bartok. Dohnanyi is a 
romanticist of the old school, and although he has composed 
three string quartets, these works do not fit into the content 
of this pa.per. 
Kodaly has 1-vri tten two string quartets which reveal 
both ma ster in the treatment of conventional forms and original-
ity in creating new designs. We find such standard forms as the 
sonata, scherzo, rondo and the theme-and-variation technique. 
But it is in his departure from the accepted 'norms of form 
that his ability is evident. In the second movement of his 
String Quartet No.1 (1908-10) he utilizes a terrace-like 
structure that becomes quite common in his later works. In 
this case homophonic sections are alternated with fugatos. 
Finally they are combined, and the result is comparable in 
effect to reaching the sumrai t of a hill. 
12. 
The Sec ond Quar tet (1918 } represents a curious tur n-
about from the previous work. The broad, clear forms of the 
fi r st quartet are replac ed by a l most amorphous structur es, 
Nhile t he complex t ext ures of t ha t work are avoided i n favor 
of a simplicity in scoring. Very often t he t wo inner voice s 
a re pitt ed against t he t wo outer parts. Again Kodaly chooses 
the second movement fo r unusual treatment. A recitative-like 
th~me is presented by the violin and cello. Then it i s broken 
up like the fragments of a conversation, occasionally inter-
r upted by t he other ins truments. A dance motive , which is derived 
from t he chief ma t eri a l of the first movement, interrupts the 
dialogue. It breaks off suddenl y and the opening recitative 
returns to lead, without break, into the closing movement. 
The twentieth century master of the string quartet is, 
without question, Bela Bartok. His six string quartets 
display a mastery and understanding of the meduim tha t bear 
a kinship with the craftsmanship of Beethoven. From the First 
String Quartet (1908) to the Sixth String Quartet (1939) 
Bartok was ever striving to crea te a more cohesive and 
balanced structure. As early as the First Quar tet he in-
troduced a device whi ch persists throughout all six . 
This is his "germt1 motif. I n his early quartet its use 
reflects the cycli c form favore d by Franck and Liszt. 
Later he develops this idea and in the central quartets the 
germ cell generat es all the thematic mat erial, and even 
the harmony in some ca ses;and in his last quartet the germ 
lJ. 
idea is extended to bec ome a mott o theme . 
Unity throue-h a c omn on thema ti c materi a l 'vas not 
enough f or Ba rtok. Forma l relationship s with in the qua rtet 
a s a whole bec e.m e corresp ondingly i milorta nt. As we ha ve 
seen, his ea rliest solution was a cyclic form. Each suc-
cessive qu a rtet has been a step towards a r;~ ore t ightly kni t 
work. Th e third (1,ua rtet consists of t wo movemen ts which 
a re :pl ayed vr i thou t :r;c;,use . Sine e the l Rst movement ( a f a st 
movement) i s divi ded by the interjec t ion of conden s ed version 
of the o: ening slow mov ement, the re sul t is a cttffil ly a four 
ra ovem n t struc ture. The fourth a n d fifth qu::utet s a re con-
ceived in an a rch-l ike design , remini sc e nt of the "chiast ic" 
form us ed so often by Ba ch . With the cen tra l movement a s 
pivota l point, a uni que b a l a nce i ·s effected. The s e six 
14. 
QUa rtets a bound in c on trap unta l forms a nd devices --c a nons, strett os, 
fugatos a nd fugues --of ten with in the framework of a sonata 
or song form . 
V. ITALY 
Ita l y 's musica l rep uta t i on , like th2.t of France, had 
re s ted u p on opera . It was n ot until the l a st dec a de of the 
nineteenth cen t ury tha t a rena issance of orc 'Mes trn l music, 
spa rked by Mc.'l.r tucci, hB.d been effected. Ita l i a n comi) OSers 
began vrriting symphonies aga in. 'l'hey did not write j_n t h e 
Germa n symphonic trad ition, ho'.IIJever, for t he tradi ti.ona l 
unity is n.chieved here by ma. ~dng movement s t wo a nd four 
similc:cr in content a.nd style-the f i rst a n d fifth movements 
a re tr ea te d i n 1 il<:e ma nner. 
forms--sonatas, scherzos, rondos--which constitute d the back 
bone of the northern orchestra.l music were neglected or 
omitted. The Italian sinfonie, were in reality suites. 
We ftnd t h e same to be true a ls o of the quartets. The majority 
of the se ha ve extra-musical t i tles, which usual ly indic a te a 
departur e from the more strict forma l patterns. Fra ncesco 
}J[alipiero, Ita ly' s most p rolific c omuoser of chamb er n1usic, 
ha s wri tten a t least thre e quartets ofthi s type. Eac h 
bea rs a title andis wr j_ tt en in a form tha t can best be 
described as chain-like . The most famous or· these, "Rispett i 
et stra.mb ot ti , " ill be chosen as a. t YJ:; i cE~-1 exa m:pl e. This 
quc.rtet consi st s of a t least t wenty -odd e:p i s octe s. :B:a.ch 
episode is extremely brief and a c om~Jlete unit ~i t,n in itself. 
Abrupt cl1or d<:1l pror,re s sions serve to t ie t hem together and 
pr opel t he music f orWcJ.rd. 
VI. RUSSIA 
Russian composers~ whe t he r i nf luence s by p ol i tic~l 
pre s s ure or a.esthetic pref er ence, ha ve devoted their t alents 
mostly to orchestra l mus i c . P erh2 ..ps it is diff ic ul t to 
c a pture t h e spirit ofthe Russi a n p eople within the re s t ricted 
medi urn of the string qua rtet. In 2.ny c c-;. se, the out :out of 
string qu a rtets is meager. Prok ofiev hc'ls written t wo, e.n d 
Shostalcovi tc h t hree . The a ut l-l or vw.s ab l e to obtain only on e 
of the l atter. Shos t akovi tch ' s Second Str ing G'~uartet 
15. 
Op 69 (1 9' 3) follows t he 'l' scha i kovsky patt ern. The q_uarte t 
i s em~ployed af, a vehicle for movements wh ich, i n c ontent, a re 
more s u i t abl e fo r inclusion in a su i te. Any ser i ous 1nte t 
i s denied by the presence of such t itle s for t h e movements 
a s overture, Romance, W8.ltz, and Va ria t ions . 
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CHAPTER III 
REPRESENTATIVJ:!: COlviPOSBRS OF 
CONTE1VIPORATY A!VillRI Cr N STRI NG QUARTETS 
The following biographical sketches of contemporaty 
American composer are offered so that the reader sill gain 
a clearer understanding of the string quartets as related to 
the composer's entire musical output and to bring out basic 
diff erences between their individual techniques. 
I. FREDERICK CONVERSE 
Frederick Converse (1871-1940) received his early 
training under John Knowles Paine at Harvard University. 
After a short period of advanced musical study \vi th Che dvvick, 
he went to Europe and enrolled at the Roya l School of Iv1u s ic 
in Munich a s a pupil of Joseph Rheinberger. 
Destined in his early years for a. career in business, 
Convers e, though rejecting the commercia l world, has a lways com-
bined the qualities of musician and businessman. Due to these 
abilities he was given the task of promoting music in training 
camps during World \r\]"ar I. His t alent for f ulfilling dutie s 
in an exe cutive position later stood him in good stead when 
he became the dean of the New England Conservatory of Music 
(1931-1938) and vice-pr esident of the Boston Opera Company (1908-
1910) • 
Conver s e's f ame rests primarily on hi s orchestra l and 
stage works . Hi s opera , "The Pipe of Desire," is one of the 
few American opera s selected by the l..tetropoli tan Opera House . 
His short list of chamb er wo~ks includes three string 
quartets. 
II. DANIEL GREGORY lvfASON 
Da niel Gregory MB.s on (1873-1953) is one of our lesser 
known composers. Origin l ity ha s a lwa ys taken second place 
to workmanship in his music. His ba ckground was ba sed upon 
a thorough study and analysis of the master-workers of the 
pa st. It is only natura l, then, that he should be a Roman-
ticist, especia lly since the Romantic movement just pre-
ceded his own time. Rather tha n fi ght tra dition , lfuson has 
worlced hard to establish his musical personality through 
tradition. Thus his ea rly works are mostly imitative. 
Practically all of ~. son's works are set in the approved 
moulds of sonata , fugue, va.riati .ons, etc. Even when a work 
bears a title such as the Chanti cle er Overture, extra -
musica l considerations are never allowed to destroy the 
s ens e of musical form. 
His passion for cra ftsmanship is evidenced by the 
numerous revis1ons that appea r in l a ter editions of his 
early music. It has its reward in the facility of perform-
ance charac teristic of his compositions. 
1$. 
Chamber music in a ll its forms constitutes the bulle of 
I@as on 's efforts. He works especia lly well in the medium of 
the string quartet. He has written six, each revealing the 
same understanding of the l imita tions a nd possibilities of 
the idiom. The four instruments are always considered of 
equal importa nce and never t axed beyond their normal capaci-
ties. 
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Ma son often borrows the melodic material of his quartets. 
'l'wo examples can immediately be cited: 11 Deep River" is both us eci a s 
the subject of t he slow movement and the climax of · the finale 
in the Q.uartet on :Negro Themes; and t wo old English tunes 
provide the material for t he middle movement of his Serenade 
for String Q.uartet. 
In the Serenade for String Q,uar·tet, Mason's ties with 
the past are apparent in ~;he cyclical form. A single "theme 
altered to suit the needs of the various movements (Allegro, 
Andante, etc.) binds the work together. Melodic transforma-
tion is one of IvTason's penchants, and in this insta nce proves 
most effective. 
Mason arrived on the scene too early to benefit from 
the increased interest in Ameri can music, and he is wha t might 
be termed a transition composer. 
III. FREDERICK J ACOBI 
The music of Frederick Jacobi (1891- ) has been 
describe d by Lazare Saminsky in one of his articles1 as 
being Hebraic in strain and pitch. This observation seems 
paradoxical when paired with Jacobi's reputation as one of 
America's folk composers. Early in his career he vlent to 
study the music of the Pueble Indians in New Mexico and 
Arizona. Some of the native music obtained during this 
s tudy provided the material for his String Quartet on 
Indian Themes (1924) and the Indian Dances for Orchestra 
(1927-28). But this did not extablish a pattern of later 
procedure, for Jacobi does not believe in a consciously 
sought nationalism in music. "If the composer concerns 
himself with the musical problems inherent in each work, 
the qualities of his race, time, and emotions will evelve 
naturally. '1 
Jacobi's theory of composition is quite simple. 
He believes that everything must s ta rt with the line, or 
melody. This does not deter him from writing purely chordal 
passages of biting dissonances, as he does in his Second 
String Quartet. 
For his later \'JOrks Jacabi has drawn his material from 
widely varied sourc e ::; , such as the ancient Hebrev; hymns for 
1 
fv1usical Courier, IvTay 21, 1932 
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hi s nJewi sh Ser\rice n (1930-31) and the "Charleston" for his 
" Piano Concertott (1934-35). 
IV. ARTHUR SHEPHERD 
Arthur Shepherd v1as born on Febr uary 19, 1880, in 
Paris, Idaho, a t own about 125 miles from Salt Lake City. 
His parents were English converts to Mormonism, who had 
immi grated to thi s country in 1877. Hevealing an ear l y 
interest in music, he r..,as entrusted to t -wo German teachers 
for instruction in piano and the classics. So i mmedi ate 
was his progre s s that at the age of twelve he was sent east 
for further study . Although it was f irst i nt ended that he 
study i n. Ger many, the Nev~' England Conservatory was chosen 
becaus e of his youth . However, his training was as German 
in tradition as it might have been in Eur ope , f or his prin-
ciple tea chers--Goetschins, Cutter, and Chadwick- - ha d t hem-
s e l ve s been traine d in Germany. Their influence upon his 
music is reflected in the thoroughness of his technique. 
I t is a strange but true f a ct that none of the exce s s es of 
l ate Romanticism seeped into hi s work,.These facts may have 
been responsible: first, his musical curiosity embrac ed all 
music and he already had a solid foundation in the cla s s ic 
ma sterpi e ces : second, from his earliest years he had developed 
his tastes and preferences. Thus he assimilated only t hat 
which suited his nature, omitting the excesse s of Romantici sm 
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Shepherd was always keenly aware of the new develop-
ments about him, and the influence of works by Vaughan 
·williams , D 'Indy, Faure and Loeffler are reflected in his 
compositions between 1908 and 1917. The Sonata for Violin 
and Piano (1916-1920) of this period certainly bears the 
impression of French music. But Chadwick and MacDonell had 
already suggested to him the idea of an indigenous American 
music. Gradually this native quality developed in his art, 
culminating in 1927 in "Horizons" , Four We stern Pieces for 
Orchestra. 
Though he is hardly in the vanguard of t he modernists, 
his mus ic is of the present. His melody can bear witnes s to 
this. Shunning the sentimental, Shepherd has consi stently 
created simple, direct tunes whose folkish, mo dal inflections 
ref l ect a current melodic trend. These modal tendencies lead 
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to an oversimplified tonality which nullifies much of the dynamism 
so necessary for music. In contrast, t he constantly changing 
meters, shifting accents, and too-subtle phrase contours of 
the E-Mi nor String Quartet can be cited as evidence of intel-
lectual complexities which add problems in other directions. 
A labored effect is produced which is the antithesis of the 
free-flowing style for which he strives. 
At worst these stylistic features have resulted in a 
too academic quality. At best they produce richness of 
feeling , and often eloquence. 
V. EMERSON WH I'l'HORNE 
Emerson Wbithorne was born in Cleveland, Ohio, Sep-
tember 6, 1884. He received his early training in that ci ty 
and later went to Europe, where he studied with Leschetitsky 
and with Robert Fuchs. From 1907 to 1915 he worked in 
London as teacher and critic. Later he returned to Ameri ca 
and in 1922 gave up his position as editor for publishing 
firms to devote his time to music. 
Whithorne 's ;music represents an odd blend of impres-
sionism and jazz and suggests a more than passing sympathy 
for the Romantic tradition. His impressionism is somewhat 
devious, for his music is sometimes spiced with jarring 
mechanistic rhythms, wild syncopations or acrid dissonances. 
The works of his early period are almost exclusively 
programmatic, with such titles as "Adventures of a Samurai n 
. ' 
"Rain," "'l'he Aeroplane," "New York, n and "Days and Nights. n 
Even an early string quartet bears the title ttThree Greek 
Impressions." 
Although not abandoning program music entirely, 
vlhithorne turned to absolute music in his later period. In 
this genre he has written a Violin Concerto and a Piano 
Quintet. These pieces, although introducing polytonality 
and irregular rhythms, retain a certain romantic flavor. 
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The ~uartet for Strings, Op . 51 (1930), da ting from 
this l a st period, is a curious blend of this romanticism 
and a restra ined modernism, the latter characterized by 
the clea rly outlined themes. 
VI. RANDALL THOl.lfPSON 
Randall Thompson (1589- ) is known primarily as a 
composer of choral music. Although he has written a con-
siderable number of orchestral and chamber works, he 
achieves his finest results when writing for voices. As a 
composer, Thompson classifies himself as a Nationalist and 
Eclectic. This is in line with his contention thc'l. t "a 
composer's first responsibility is, a nd always will be, to 
write music that will reach and move the hearts of his 
listeners in his own day. nl 
From the earliest works he has followed no particular 
cult, preferring to assimilate into his style any worthwhile 
musical device dating from the sixteenth century to the 
present. For example, two works of his first period, a 
string quartet and a symphonic prelude, are written in the 
impressionistic style, but even here it is altered by a 
polyharmonic conflict of tonalities. This last becomes a 
frequent feature of his style. 
1 rnaugur~ Address , Princeton University, 1946. 
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Form has never proved much of a problem to Thompson, 
since he has always worked in the conventional patterns. 
The String Quartet No. l - inD Minor, 1941, is an example of 
his faith in the traditional design--here a sonata-form. 
New life is expressed in this well-used structure by a novel 
handling of material. A rhythmic germ present in the first 
theme serves to propel the music and tie the movement 
together. Frequent chages of time-signature increa se the 
vitality. Characteristically, the movement of the voices is 
by stepwise motion so that the harmony results from the 
contrapuntal texture. Counterpoint plays an important part 
in this music, becoming the chief device for achieving 
contrasts. 
An excellent example of a unique procedure can be 
found in the development section of the opening movement: 
the contrapuntal and rhythmic activity decrease and a 
passage of the utmost simplicity is introduced, creating a 
striking effect. This tranquil section gradually increases 
in intensity through a skillful imitative treatment of the 
material. 
Any one of Randall Thompson's works chosen at random 
will show such meticulous attention to the details of 
composition. 
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VII. WALTER PISTON 
Walter Piston (1894- ) throughout his career has 
concerned himself with the composition of purely instru-
mental music in the larger forms. His two brief excursions 
outside of this medium were The Carnival Song, a short choral 
piece, and the ballet The I ncredible Flutist. Both of these 
works were written in 1938. Apart from these works t he re 
have been sixteen years of purely absolute music. 
This penchant for abstract music, coupled with a con-
sis tent technical craf tsmanship unparalleled by any other 
American composer, has earned Piston the label of Classicist. 
Any one of his works chosen at random wi 11 reveal his tech-
nical mastery. For example, in the first movement of his 
second quartet the exposition section of what is essentially 
an ordinary sonata form evolves almost as a fugal exposition. 
In his music the accent has always been on form, and a 
sensible arrangement of the material within the form. One 
of- his techniques comes to mind at this point: often in a 
three-movement work he introduces a fast " Puckish" theme 
in the first movement that forecasts a sprightly finale, 1 
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and which seems to serve as replacement for the scherzo meovements 
used by older composers. The classicism in his music exists 
in the method rather than in the material, for his melodies, 
harmony, and rhythmic patterns are comparable to those of the 
most modern of our composers. Within the frame of a diatonic scale 
Eiston can fashion melodies fresh and modern in sound, as illus-
trated by the follo"lldng theme, the second t h eme of' the first 
mov-ement of his second symphony: 
I ~ . ; ;:s ~~l(lijMfttam];lJ{tf~ ~~~I# , 
~~ e::: -~ ~ 
Despite all t he di stor t i ons and a lterations of this t heme, 
it develops logically and inevitably. The twelve tone sys-
tern often crops up in his works, and the r e sulting disso-
nances although sometimes extreme, are generally tempered 
with restraint. 
Piston has been accused of being too repetitious and 
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timid in his works. I feel such an attack upon his work 
to be unjustified. For, unlike other composers who have 
experimented in each succeeding composition, Piston has 
been content to take the musical materials of our time 
from wherever he found them and filter them through his own 
musical personality. The resulting techniques have been 
completely and objectively assimila ted into his own music. 
VII I. VIRGIL THOMSON 
Virgil Thomson (l$96- ) was America's representa-
tive in the "Dadaism" movementthat developed in Paris in 
the '20's. Dadaism had as its dual purpose the intellectual 
l Aaron Copland, OUR NEW MUSIC (New York: Whittlesey 
House, 1941) Pg. 
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dissolution of outmoded conventions and the fashioning of 
old elements into a new design, principally by means of the 
intuition. The end product was a kind of nee-romanticism. 
The efforts of Hindemith and Stravinsky, whose music was 
the controlling influence of the times, were eschewed in 
favor of a greater simplicity and directness of expression. 
Thomson embraced the idea, carried it back to this country 
with him, and has persistently followed its creed in his 
works. This is evident in the strict economy of his 
materials. For example, the basis for all the melodic 
material, and even the shape of the entire movement, is 
often compressed into the initial statement of the subject. 
Thus we find almo st complete monothematicism in the first 
movement of his second string quartet. Another mark of his 
philosophy of simplicity exists in the carved elegance and 
classic lines of his String Quartet .No. 1. 
Consistent with the content of his works, Thomson has 
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worked almost exclusively in the classical forms. This is certainly 
true of the two quartets. With characteristic tongue-in-cheek 
humor, he has included a waltz movement in his second quartet, 
which is an unmistakeable allusion to the Landler-Waltz style, 
so popular in America in the late 19th century. 
Thomson's musical material is essentially simple and 
unpretentious. Melodically it is diatonic, the simple chord 
being the basis of his harrnony. It is his witty handling of 
the elements that give his work its piquancy--the abrupt 
endings, or unorthodox progres sions of his chord roots, for 
example. 
After listening to his works, one has the feeling of 
perfect equilibrium--that nothing could be added to, or sub-
tracted from, the work without injuring it. 
IX. QUINCY PORTER 
Quincy Porter (1897- is our most prolific com-
poser of chamber music, having eighteen works to his credit, 
which represent more than half of his entire output. 
His efforts in the field of program music have been 
linlited to some incidental music for a performance of 
"Anthony and Cleopatra." Even his interest in vocal music 
is slight, revealed only in a few early songs. Porter has 
been little affected by changing fashions, theories, or 
experiments. Instead he has persistently chosen those 
methods which suit his own musical instincts, and retained 
the.m. Thus his music, though vivacious and colorful, is 
never crass or flashy. This is true even of his orchestral 
works, which are tempered by the refinement of his chamber 
music techaique. In fact, he has been criticized for the 
over-refinement and excessive detail found in his orchestral 
pieces. 
Thus quality, discernible in all of his work, is out-
standing in his chamber music. Porter's accomplishments as 
a violist perhaps account for his special fondness for, and 
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mastery of, the string quartet medium. Altogethe r he has 
composed seven quartets, the first in 1923 and the seventh 
in 1943. Although covering a span of tv.renty years, they 
all reveal an almost instinctive feeling for quartet writing. 
A good deal of his success in this medium is no doubt due 
to the simplicity of the musical elements employed. The 
melodic line dictates the procedure, and his harmony, though 
mildly dissonant, never becomes an end in itself. It remains 
the servant of the melody, and results f rom the interweaving 
voices. Gener ally his melody is diatonic and modal. 
This same restraint is applied in rhythmic design. 
Here Porter achieves a maximum result with a minimum effort. 
Avoiding both excessive irregularity in meter or accent 
and the dullness of symmetrical repetition, he creates 
momentum by a repetition of altered short segments. The 
formal design in Porter's music often follows the curve of 
the sonata form. His three movements display, as a rule, 
the tempi indications: fast-slow-fast. His adherence to 
abstract in strumental forms, stylistic refinements, attention 
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to line, and neatly turned phrases suggest an artist who is subtle 
and adroit in craftsmanship. 
X. ROGER SESSIONS 
Roger Sessions (1896- ) remains today America's 
most uncompromising and intellectual composer. He has 
suggested that while composing he is subservient to the 
laws inherent in the mus ic. Compared to othe r composers his 
works are few and far between. Sessions has maintained that 
it is not ideas or intentions, but music itself that counts. 
Nevertheless, his music remains difficult to approach. It 
cannot be defined as neo-classic, post-impressionistic, 
expressionistic, etc., but seems to belong to a style unique 
in itself. In intent it is comparable to the inner motivation 
that produced the music of Beethoven. And Sessions' ideas, 
like Beethoven's fall naturally into the l a rger form molds. 
The texture of the music is complex in the extreme. Although 
\~itten around distinct tonal centers, the harmonies are 
strongly dissonant. 
It is not unusual that no distinct periods can be dis-
covered in Sessions' music. His style from the earliest 
works has been an expansion of concepts in music established 
early in his career. An examination of an early and later 
work \vill show that, although the rna tter of the music 
becomes more complex and obtuse, a char acteristic simplicity 
of procedure persists. 
The String Quartet in E Minor (1936) contains all the 
finest elements of Sessions' style--quiet lyricism, broad 
melodic themes (as in the finale), cogent tonal structure, 
and original solutions to the problems of form. Concerning 
the problem of Americanism in music, he feels that no com-
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poser can try deliberately to be "American," and that American 
music is simply music written by Americans. This is his own 
philosophy and provides the key to understanding his music. 
ll. ROY HARRIS 
Roy Har ris (1898- ) has told us th at he was released 
from the tyranny of composition at the piano by ant. enforced 
convalescence after a serious accident. He whiled away his 
hours in the hospital by writing a string quartet. As a 
result he was able to pursue his ideas more ligically and 
fully than had been possible at the keyboard. Previously, 
many of his solutions to creative problems had been achieved 
by muscles rather than intellect, i. e., by a blind groping 
of the fingers at the keyboard. Having attained this free-
dom, he has consistently continued to subject each element 
of music to a searching study. Sometimes the results of 
this practice seem to be overly intellectual, laeking spon-
taneity. 
From his ea r liest published trmrk (Piano Sonata, Opus 
1, 1928) Harris has been concerned v.rith form. Per haps the 
form is not a sonat a form or even a quasi-sonata f o rm , but 
a design in v.rhich each element is related and integrated 
with the whole. Such an approach to form has virtually 
eliminated repetition in his works. In the place of repeti-
tion Harr is has substituted a generative germ theme which is 
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spun out, changing and evolving a s the movement progresses. 
Harr is' melody has of ten been compared to the craggy moun-
tains of his native state.l Although somewhat poetic, there 
is a good deal of truth in the comparison. In keeping with 
his belief tha t f orm must be dictated by the demands of the 
music, he feels tha t the melodies of symmetri ca l phrases 
employed by earlie r composers wer e justifie d vvithin their 
f orm structures, but would be meaningles s in ours. In his 
ovm vmrds, nrvielody should go sornev1here. I t should have 
f orm and bal ance. n Thus a graphic outline of a Harris 
melody mi gh t seem to ralect mount ain r anges in its rises 
and fall and uneven phrases lengths. 
In reference to harmony, Har ris has this to say:2 
"Harmony should represent what is in the melody, without 
being enslaved by the tonality in \<Vhich the melody lies. 
At the same time harmony should center around a t onality 
sufficiently to indicate th at tonality, because tonality 
is absolutely essential to form, and to harmonic contrast. 
Harmony should be considered from three standpoints, as 
serving three dif ferent functions: first, for the archi-
tecture of tonalities; second for melodic delineation; 
third for dynamic reasons." With characteristic thorough-
bess, Harris has developed his own harmoni c system based on 
polytonality. A discussion of ~ this system will appear in a 
later chapter. 
lHarris was born in Oklahoma, but moved to California 
at an early age. 
2Farwell, Arthur, "Roy Harris" lVlusical Quarterly, 18:1, 
January, 1932. 
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Harris has Vlrri tten extensively in the chamber music 
form. A piano sonata, piano quintet, three string quartets, 
string sextet, a piano trio, violin quintet, violin s onata , 
a Soliloquy and Dance for violin and piano, and a concerto 
for piano, clarinet and stri.ug quar tet. In these works he 
shows a fondness for academic f'orms: the . third string quar-
tet consists of four preludes and fugues; the three move-
ments of the piano quintet are, passacaglia, ca denza, and 
fugue. Such evidence tends to deny wlm t ha.s been sa id 
regarding his brea k with the pa st :mnti l one examines his 
· works and disc overs such examples as the theme of the 
passacagl i a (p i a no quintet), whi ch is t wenty- eight measures 
long--ha r dly orthodox! 
XII. WILI~IAM SCHUMAN 
William Schuma n (1910- ) can be ter med an Arneri-
can c ompo ser if only by reas on of his background. He wa s 
bor n in New York City, was lea der of his own jazz band 
while in high scho ol, a nd c omposer of popular songs. An 
awareness of his p oor t echnique led him to seek formal 
i nstruc tion~ As a result he eventuall y rec eived h is 
mast er's degree in music a t Col u.mbia University. Later, 
having completed severa l works, including a s~nphony and 
sever a l chora l piec es, Schuman sought the a dv i ce and 
cr itic ism of Roy Harr is , whose music he greatly admired. 
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Harris' sympathetic yet severe criticism proved invaluable 
in shaping Schuman's style. Thus there are at least two 
strong influences in his writing--jazz, and the music of 
Roy Harris. 
The essential matter of his music is the melody. He 
himself has maintained that his works are all melody. The 
melody can be angular, excessii.dy rhythmic, or subtly 
contoured. But whatever it is, the melody always remains 
singable. The introduction to the Third String Quartet 
offers a fine exa.rn.ple of Schuman's melodic inventiveness--
the whole fifty-two- measures are actually one long theme. 
It is only natural, then, that his music should be 
predominantly contrapuntal in texture and that its har-
monic structure should result from this. For a time he 
became preoccupied with chords built on fourths and fifths, 
and many of the works of the late '30's reflect this 
harmony. It was not long before this mannerism became 
too obvious and was discarded. Polytonality proved even-
tually to be his most characteristic harmonic idiom. 
Early in his career Schuman abandoned key-relation-
ship as a means of achieving a cohesive structure. He 
relies on melodic repetition employed within completely 
free forms or free adaptations of traditional forms. A 
striking example of this adaptation of old principles is 
the finale of his Third Quartet. (More will be said of 
this in the following chapter.) 
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Schuman's music is unquestionably of the climate o.f 
the day, as one might expect of a man who is so much a 
product of the age in which he lives. 
XIII. NORl\1AN LOCKWOOD 
Norman Loc~~ood (1906- fi r st studied music at 
the University of Michigan, School of Music, then in Europe 
with Respighi and Boulanger. He has been a member of the 
faculty of Oberlin College and the Department of Music at 
Columbia University. Lockwood has been the recipient of 
many prizes, awards, and fellowships, including the Publica-
tion Award of the Society for the Publication of American 
Music (for his third String Quartet) and a Guggenheim Fellow-
ship. 
Since 1943 he has worked as arranger and composer 
for the Columbia Broadcasting System programs. His arrange-
ments of folk-tunes for these broadcasts are widely known. 
Lockwood's compositions have been chiefly chamber music, 
choral music and song s for solo voice, and have been e xten-
sively performed. He has written seven string quartets to 
date. It is especially interesting to note that each of his 
other chamber works includes a string quartet in the ensemble. 
XIV. SAMUEL BARBER 
Samuel Barber (1910- ) was a nee-Romanticist very 
early in his career. No one could deny the fact tha t his 
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works up to about 1939 were strongly influenced by Romanticism. 
Since that time, hm·.rever, the char acteristic traditional 
procedures of his music have gradually been replaced by more 
advanced methods. 
His e arly melodies are always structured well within 
their to nal i t y a nd are lyrical or dramatic, the latter 
quality characterized by broad lepps. After 1939 , chromaticism 
creeps into his mel odic inventi on. The me lodies are brief 
and have a tendency to fluctuate between major and mi nor. 
The harmonic texture also underwent a change at this time, 
becoming increasingly more dissonant, but still centered 
around definite tonalities. Here new device s appear, such 
as building a work upon a chord or centered around a single 
tone. Polyharmony becomes i mportant for achieving color or 
emotional effects. 
Barber has generally fashioned his compositions on 
the traditional patterns, mo st of t h em based on the prin-
ciples of sonata construction. The First Symphony, although 
played without a break between the movements, is the usual 
four sections, each based on one of the three themes first 
stated in the opening movement. The shherzo is derived from 
the first section, the andante is based on the second, and the 
passacaglia grows out of t h e first and t h ird. 
The String Quartet, Op. 11, is neatly t i ed to gether by 
the simple devi ce of having the third section as a brief recap-
itulation of the first. The fact that it begins in the key 
of the second movement and slowly modulates to the home key 
serves to cement the movements still more closely together. 
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Barber has consistently remained aloof from any of 
the experimental movements in which many of his fe l low 
composers were immersed. Instead he has been content to 
speak his own language, assimilating into his style only 
those new devices that he finds congenial to his personal 
musical expression. 
XV. WILLIA.JIJI BERGSMA 
William Bergsma was born in Oakland, California, on 
April 1, 1921. As a composer who had twenty-five performances 
of an orchestral work \t'Thile only sixteen ye ars old, he belongs 
to that fraternity of precocious musicians which includes men 
like Mozart and Schubert. He had the advantage of a workshop 
near at hand, for at his high school he was given an opportunity 
to conduct the orchestra, try out his compositions , and with 
incidental music for plays to test the rea ctions of an audience. 
His principle teachers vvere Howard Hanson and Bernard Robers 
at the Eastman School of Music. 
Commissions for symposia and festivals have stimulnted 
him to produce a surprising quantity of music f or a composer 
so young. His First and Second String Quartets v.rere produced 
under this stimulus. Though his music still shows the influence 
of older composers--Shostakovitch, for example--there is a 
growing originality within it. 
CHAPTER IV 
FORM 
I. IN~rRODUCT ION 
The string quartet as bequeathed to succeedi ng com-
posers by Haydn existed a s a work in four movements which 
were, usu8~lly (1) a llegro, (2) a dagio , (3) m.enuetto, (4) 
fina le. This order of movements was not rigid and could be 
varied, but this :particular structure was most omm on. 
Haydn's four-movement quo.rtets appear only in the l a ter 
opus numbers, and we find tha t his early quartets consisted 
of five movements--for example: presto, rnenuetto, adagio, 
menuetto, a nd finale: presto. Although more economical, 
the four-movement quc;,rtet lacks the symmetry and bala.nc e of 
the ea rlier five-movement s tructure. 
This basic four-movement design of the string quartet 
was pa s ed on to our ea rly American composers by Europea n 
c omp osers, who exerted their influence as the tea chers of 
Am erican composers who traveled abroad for adva nced study 
in music, and a s immigrants to the United Sta tes who 
brought their musical tra ditions with them. Thus we find 
t hg t 19th century composers such as John Knowles Paine 
(1853-1906), Edga r Stillman Kel l ey (185'7-1944), and Ar thur 
Foote (1853-1937) 'ITote their string quartets in the con-
ventiona l four movements--a pr a ctice tha t subsequently 
b ecame the exception ra ther tha n the rule with American 
c omp oser s of the 20th c entury. Yet ev en at this ea rly da te 
there was a sharp schism betwe en the conventional over-al l 
pla.n of the string quartet of the Europea n trad ition and 
the forma l structures a s c onc eived by these turn-of-the-
century men. 
In a work a s early as Pa · ne 's String ~uartet in D 
Maj or , Opus 5 (1856),1 we find a novel formal structure. 
This is despite the f act tl1...a.t the quartet is a l most na ive 
in its a ttempt to conform to the most rig id academic canons. 
The opening movement at first gla nce se ems to be a conven-
tiona l sona ta form with coda . A c loser study reveals t ha t 
the exposition is actually a fugal exposition of the chi ef 
~heme. Th~ teri al from the exposition is trea ted similarly 
in the development section . The recap itulation f a l l s into 
pattern , the scheme being repeated. The second movement is 
a s i mpl e three-part song form.. (It is intere s ting tc ·.n ote 
t ha t the song-form, either in it s simplest form or a s the 
bc~ s i s for more involved and extended designs ~ has be en 
a l most unanimously chosen by American composers for the 
slow movement s of their strin qua rtets.) Pa ine persists 
i n h is use of i mita tive elements and ca nonic construction 
in this movement. This practice continues in the third 
-------
1This work, included in a concert dur i ng the music 
f estival (Februa ry 27-28, 1942) at the University of Georgia, 
wa s designated."' i n the progr am a s the first string quartet 
written in t he u. s. A. It was composed in 1856. 
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movement , with the inclusion of a fuga to i n the mi ddle sec-
tion of the scherzo. The four th movement is in the form of 
a theme-a nd-varia tions with minore a nd majore codas which 
are both fugues. This quartet is a lmost unique in its novel 
u ses ot" a cademic forms a nd procedures e nd its wedding of 
contrapunta l textures with essentia lly homophoni c forms 
such as the s ona t a a nd song form. 
No America n composer to date has written a string 
quartet as intricately constructed a s Edgar Stillma n Kelley ' s 
String ~uartet in C, Opus 25 (1907) . This qua rtet is in the 
form of theme-and.-va.riations, but f a ll s into thre.e movements. 
The fir s t movement i s a set of five var i a tions. The second 
(va ria tions Six and Seven) is a tocca tina and Fugue , the 
t hird (vari a tions liJ"ine, Ten and Eleven) comprises the fina le 
and is a triple variation and coda. At the same time, this 
l as t section evolves a. s a sonata form in which t he three 
va r i a ti ons a re empl oyed as chief theme, sub-theme, and 
closing theme. At on e point these three variati on s are 
comb ined. , suggesting a development sect ion. 
Also to be included in this group of ea rly string 
qua rtets which pre sage many trends and practices to be 
f ound in more rec ent works is Arthur Foote's Qua rtet in 
D, Opus ?0 (l<Jll). Although not unusual in its for·mal 
structure , it forecasts many tec hni ques t ha t are comm only 
found in t he string qua rtets of our t wentieth century com-
posers. This work is in the usual f our movements of the 
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19th century Amer ican quartet, as one might expect . 'l'he 
first significant fea ture is t1e similarity of all the 
themes in the openine; moYement . This procedure is als o 
found in Quincy Porter ' s String ~uartet No. 4, and Virgil 
Thomson ' s String Quartet, No. 2 . The idea is carried one 
s t. ep further by Porter, for the first movement of his 
quart et is based on one mot ive, the subsidiary material 
being dr awn from it. Roger Sessions also makes use of 
th i s pr i nc i ple in h i s Q,uartet in E :Minor and builds his 
second movement from a ger m cell .. 
Another forecast of the future to be found in Arth r 
Foote's quartet is the symmetry of his formal structures. 
A simple diagrc-~.m of the forms 1; ill spea k for itself. 
Second Uovement : A 13 A C AJ3A (very much condensed) 
Third J.[ovement: A J3 
Fourth Movement: .AJ3 AC J3A Coda 
II. FORI.T IN COJ:ITEJ.IPO ~-qy Al·lERICAH STRING (i.UA.RTETS 
, Introduction 
American composers have followed the example of Euro-
pea n composers in writing quartets in an odd number of move-
ments. lith t wo exceptions, Thompson ' s String Q,uartet in D 
Minor c;m c1 Thomson's Strj_ng Q,uartet No. 2, e.ll t he qua rtets 
are of three movements . Thompson ' s qua rtet contains the 
only scherzo which is conventional in form . Thomson chose a 
Landler· - like waltz for· t he thi r d movement of his quartet .• 
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Although the works are in three movements, some of the 
c omp osers have varied the tempi of a movemem::. so tha t a con-
densed counterpart of the classical four-moYement quartet 
r esults. A~son, for example, introduces a brief section 
marked "allegro scherzos" to the slow movement of his String 
Q.uartet on Negro t hemes . Thus a ll the elements of a four-
movement quartet a re di stilled into three. J-ac ob i and 
Se s s ions do somewha t the same thing. The former be~ins his 
l a st movement with a scherzo-lilce i ntroduction marked "Presto 
Ritmico ; " whil e the l a tter divi des his second movement, an 
adag io, with a contra st ing section ma rked "a llegretto 
Grazioso . 11 qua.1·tets v.,r i th moYements in definite forms such as 
the fugue or rondo-variations have been written. Attempts 
a t unifying the movements of the quartet by means of a common 
thematic s ource ha ve been made. These will be discus sed in 
deta il in the following pages. 
A. :F'irst J.Jiovements 
~brief glance at cont emp ora ry qua rtets will i w<Jedi-
a tely reveal a break with tradition in tha t they usually 
have thxee movements r a t he r t ha n four. This might be con-
strued as b eing moYe closely akin to the symmetrica l five 
movement s of Ha ydn' s eB.rl y qua rt ets . With but two exce:p-
ti o::1s (Randall Th ompson ' s String Q.uartet :No. 1, in D ]IJ:in or , 
a nd Virgil Thomson 's String Qua r t et No. 2) all the quartets 
disc us s ed in this thesis fall into this ca tegory. 
The greatest orig inality in the handling of form is 
genera lly to be found in the opening movements. This is 
not al~ays the ca se, however, and works with conventional 
opening movements will be discussed in order to presen t a 
clea rer perspective of the creHti ve writing, in the idi om 
of the s tring quartet, that has been done in this c ountry 
in the l a st half-century. 
Since all but one or two of the qua rtets were written 
with in the third deca de of this c entury, the composers will 
be c onsidered in a ge groups and a chronologica l development 
in string quartet writing indicated in this manner. 
Frederick .Ja cobi ' s first and second string qua rtets 
find him progressing from an a lmost-amorph ous structure to 
a too-rig i d formal design. The basic ma teria l of the open-
ing movement of his String Q,uartet on Ind ian Themes No. 1 
(1924) consists of a rhythmic fi gure, a flowing theme, and 
a brief motive. Ther e is no expositbn, development, or 
rec apitula tion- -the mater i als are simply tossed among the 
instruments and never developed to any grea t extent. The 
textur e is thickened in tne middle of the movement, which 
g ives some fe el i ng of a rounded form. It is perha ps to 
.Ja cobi's c redit tha t he did. adopt a freer form, for the 
nature of his ma teria l (Indian Themes) is such that it 
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would be too arbitrarily clothed if in the ga rb of conven-
tiona l f orm. In the String qua rtet No. 2 (1 933 ) he app ea rs 
to be s eeking redemption, for the first movement here is a 
ri g id sona t a form, with the recapitulation a ca rbon copy of 
the exposition. 
Da niel Gregory ]lro.son follows .Ja cobi in solving t he 
problem of handling folk materia l in his String ~uartet in 
G Minor, on Negro Themes (191 8-19) (rev. 1930) , Governed by 
t h e na ture of his ma teria l, he makes no attempt to wTite 
within the framework of the sona t a form. The movement has 
vague outlines of a sona t a form, but there are no clea rly 
defined sections. Th e t heme s are presented, extensively 
developed, and are repea ted. The work f a lls va guely into 
sec tions , but since none return, there is little feeling of 
structure. The music is simply spun out freely. 
The String ':.tuartet in A Minor ( 1931) by Frederick 
Converse begins with what is obviously intended to be 
sona t a movement. The procedure within the movement proper, 
however, and wi thin the secti ons themselves, belies t h is 
a im. An introduction (Largamente) consisting of a theme 
repea ted three times, aga inst a n a ccompaniment, ushers in 
the movement. The cb ief theme A is then introduced and 
repea ted thr e e time s, which is customary with this com-
poser. Then B follows, receiving the usua l repetitions. 
This lea ds to t heme c, a cantabile melody, which is also 
repea ted teveral time s . Each repetition of t h e theme is 
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essenT.ially the same. The accompaniment figure esta blished 
with the first sta tement of the theme persists throughout 
all three repetitions. Variety is effected by the appear-
anc e of t ne theme in the different instruments. In the 
development, A returns for extended trea tment. A new theme 
D is introduced and, a s usual, repeated many times. Theme 
B rounds out the secti on after several repetitions. Both 
A and B, treated similarly, return in what might be termed 
the recapitulation . The writer feels that the movement can 
hardly be considered a true sonata form, and tha t it is 
closer in structure to tne opening movement of Roger Ses-
sions' String Q,uartet in E Minor--a formal desig n that he 
ha s named "three ... stanza f'o1·m. 11 When this work is later 
considered, the resemblance will become obvious. 
The most perplexing work encountered in this survey 
of American quartets is certainly Emerson Vlhithorne's 
Q.uart e t, for Strings, Opus 51 (1936). It is a work in one 
movement, and there are no divisions into sections. One 
might describe its form as compa1·able to a string or beadle, 
as ma.ny short sections of varying mood and speeds succ eed 
each other in r ap id succ essi on. A deta iled diagram of the 
qua rtet is offered so that the unus ual s tructure will be 
clearer: 
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B 
Allegro - piu I,ento - Piu Tranquill c - Moder a to Sempl1.ce 
C D B E 
Poc o Meno - Poco nimato - Menc Mosso-Poco schez e. ndo 
C D B 
Modera to Senplice - Poco-piu moss o - 11odera to sempl ice 
F B and A 
Piu Lento Vivace - meno vivace - J..[odere..to senrplice 
F A X G X G 
Vivace - Piu mosso - Tempo G&isto - Piu mosso - Tempo 
A B A 
guisto - Piu animate - Uodera to semplice - La r go 
A theme. tic outline ·would appea r a s follows: 
XBCDBECDB-F B & E - AX G X GA 'BA 
The c.. ove outline throws little light upon the mys -
terie s of the form, but the division (mine) offers some sug -
gestion of a. kind of syrmnetry. The combined A and B sections 
flgnked by the t wo Viva ce (F) passages represents a smnrnation 
of the two predominant sections, which lends balance to the 
work. 
Arthur Shepherd, the last comp oser in this first 
group, makes a concession to tradition, as do many of his 
contempora ries, in his attempt to write the first movement 
of his Q,uc;.rtet for Strings in E lerinor (1935) in sonata form. 
Unfortuna tely, his intentions are be·cter than his deeds. A 
mass of material is presented in the exposition which would 
ordinarily suggest the promise of a fully developed and 
cohesive form. It does not bea r fruit, however--the develop-
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ment i s extremely br ief, a l mo st incons equential, and the 
f inal sec tion is a presentation of mat eria l t ha. t is entirely 
new. Again we find tha t idiosyncrac y common to Amer ican 
comp os er s --the chief theme is t he only rea lly important and 
recognizable one. A distinct Shepherdian quc!.li ty stands 
out in this qua rtet: his freshness of melodic inYention. 
Eac h time tha t ma teria l returns, it is in a new form. 
Shepherd lea ns toward the future with his penchant for 
fluctu.CJ.tinf time signa ture s . 
The las t decade of t he ninete enth century was marke d 
by the birth of several men who toda y. a re our most repre s en-
t at ive comp os er s . 11, with one or two exceptions, at t a ined 
a rtistic ma turity a t roughly t he same time, and their works 
whi ch a re discussed here were composed during the 1930 ' s, 
offeri ng :_3, s trong basis for comparison. Samuel :Ba r ber, the 
y ounge s t of the group , ha s b een included on the gr ounds 
tha t his one string quartet is t he produc t of an ea rly ma t-
urity. 
Wa lter Piston has been jus t ly recognized as a ma ster 
of form a nd techni que. His first a nd second qua rtets bee.r 
witnes s to t hi s opi nion. We find him op ening his String 
Q.ua rtet Ho. 1 (1933) ,.11ith a conve ntiona l sonata movement. 
Notbi ng more ne ed be sa id here beyond the f P.ct t ha t i t is 
a perfect handling of a tra ditional form. It is in the 
first movement of t h e String r~uartet Ho. 2 (1935 ) tha t h is 
origina lity in form and. technique c orn e to t he fore. The 
i ntroductory Lento is extr emely contrapunta l , and ingenious . 
A theme is pre s ented which i s foll owed by another played 
e.ga i nst it. Then the firs t t heme returns, crea ti- -e a t hird 
v oice in the counterpoint. l'rore is to come, for the fi rst 
theme, in canon, is pitted aea ins t the second t h eme, a l s o 
in ca non. This leads to the Allegro, which is in t wo e qual 
pa rt s of several sections ; ea ch of which is repea ted a lmost 
exactly. The movement concludes with an extended section 
ba sed on. t h e opening ma teria l of the Allegro . Thus the 
movement i s in three parts divided into four sections. The 
form can b e dia,gr ammed as follows: 
Intro - AA - At 
Chamb er music a s the pr i me vehicle for musica l 
expre ss ion h8.s een the f avorite of C),uincy Porter through-
out his crea tive ca reer. Hi s third a nd fourth string 
quartets provide convincing evidence of a n imag inative 
manipula tion of form and pr ocedure. The first movement 
of the String Q,ua rtet No. 3 (1929) appears on the surfac e 
to be the usua l sonata form. Closer a ttention revea ls 
some novel practices. The s econd t h eme of the exp osition is 
presented in a kind of t hree-pa rt form--it is sta ted, 
fol l owed by new materialt and then reapp ea rs. The first 
theme of t h is mov em ent receive s a lmost exc l usive a tten-
tion in the development, which serves to r es tore the bal-
ance made precarious by the dominance of the second t heme 
i n t he previous secti on . The r ecapitula tion is much con-
densed, with t he second theme app ea ring sooner a nd receiving 
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the gr ea ter a ttention. A fra gment of the fi rs t theme is 
use d i mita t i v.el f or a crompa niment. 
A distinct trend in the formal structure of American 
c omp osers bec ome s evident a t once i n t hi s movement--the 
nea rly perfec t symmetry of design . A d iagr am of this move-
ment is: 
a :SABa 
Porter achieves this within the bDoa der outlines of the 
sona t a form. Its employ~ent in the opening movement of a 
quartet is r are, but is common i n other movements. n ore 
wil l be sa id of this l a ter. 
Somewhat t he same procedure is to be found in Porter's 
String q,ua rtet No. 4 . {1931). Here the symmetry exists not 
in t he division of sections , but in t he handling of the 
ma terial. Bas i cally the movement grows from one motive. 
There a re no rea l themes in the strict sense . sec and 
elemen t is intr oduced , a lthough its use in the exposition 
a nd closing section is inconsequential . It ga ins i mp or-
t a nce and figures prominently in the development, but only 
e.. s acc ompaniment to the ch ief rnottve. Thus the simi l ar 
scheme b - AB - Ab. This movement is essentially mono-
t hematic i n feelinG• The qua rtet a s a whole ga ins ·consis-
tenc y from this, for Porter continues the device in the 
oth er movements, as we will disc over in a l a ter di scus s ion. 
Roger Se ssions' ~uartet in E Minor (1936 ) belongs in 
t h e same ca tegory with Porter's works. The form of the 
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first movement is, as Sess ions himself terms it, a 11 t hree-
stanza f orm." It evolves roughly as three succes s ive exposi-
tions of the same material, which correspond to the usua l 
exposition, development, a nd recapitulation. The div isions 
between sec tions are effected by an altered or more compli-
ca ted trea tment of the materia l, EU:l in the case of the second 
exposition. 
At lea st two compos er s, Roy Ha rris a nd William Scht~an, 
have shunned. the usual order of movements in their qua rtets. 
Schuman's String Q,uartet :N o. 3 (1939) consists of Introduc-
tion a nd Fugue, Intermezzo, and Rondo Varia tions. The 
typical American economy of material exists here in that the 
second and third movements contain themes a nd motives drawn 
from the first. Ro:l Harris' String Q,ua rtet lfo. 3 is a set 
of f our preludes a nd fugues. The interest in t his quartet 
lies not in the design but r a ther in the novel har·monic 
system, whi ch will be trea ted in the following chc1.pter. 
'l'heref ore, since the fugues of both men have no dis"Linct 
q_uali ty tha.t sets them apa.rt from previous works of this 
type, nothing more will be sa id of them he:r·e. 
Thus far in this analysis of forms employed in open-
ing movements the accent has been on originality. Yet 
several composers, including some of the younger ones, have 
e schevved all experimentation and written first movements 
tha t in strictness of form would do credit to any composer 
of the 18th century. Virgil '_('homson and Ra ncl.all Thompson 
-:--: - -·····a-- -
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of the older men, and Samuel Barber, Norman Lockwood and 
William Bergsma of the younger, have fol l owed the dictates 
of an earlier tradition. This is true, at least, of their 
opening movements. Their succeeding movements, although 
not strikingly original, reveal greater freedom of design. 
B. ;;...;M.:..;.I;;...;D :..;.D_LE_-. lV_IO_VE_ .. lV_ilgJ_T§ 
Slow Mov ements. In the preceding section of this 
chapter, we stated, in effect, that almost without excep-
tion the slow movements of American string quartets are 
cast in the mold of, or an altered version of, the three 
part song form. A few quartets--Virgil Thomson's second 
quartet, both of Jacobi's quartets, Lockwood's third quar-
tet, and Schuman's third quartet--do have slm>T movements in 
the basic form. The middle movement of the Schuman quartet 
must be cited for the simplicity of its matter. The main 
theme is played in octaves throughout the opening and clos-
ing sections by the first and second violins, and a counter 
melody in the viola procee ds against it with t h e c ello 
engaged in playing an almost insignificant bass line. The 
middle part, in a rhythmic manner typical of the composer, 
offers sharp contrast to the outer sections. 
Roger Sessions chooses a slow movement with a scherzo 
serving as a trio (Adagio-Allegretto-Adagio). The second 
Adagio is not an exact repetition of the first. A balance 
in tonality is achieved here by the first Adagio tending 
toward the dominant (a fifth above the tonic) \.•Thile the 
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second Adagio tends towCJ,rd the sub-dominant (a fifth below 
the tonic). An interesting fea ture of this movement is the 
germ mot ive. It appears i n the first violin and i s treated 
se quentia lly, next is inverted by the cello, then played in 
diminution as pa rt of a trRnsi ti on theme, and finally '.il!orked 
imita tively, even in retrograde. It never obtrudes, but 
rema ins subordina te to the line. 
These represemt examples of slow movements in the usue. l 
song form. An investiga tion into the slow movements of other 
que>,rtets indica t es a movement a way from this form, but the 
rela tionship of these newer forms to the t hree-part form 
becomes immedia tely apparent. A hint of the trend appea rs 
in Arthur Shepherd's ~uartet for Strings in E Minor. The 
form is ~uite usual exc ept tha t the middle part bec ins with 
a. sta tement of the A theme. The design of the moYel~en t can 
be represented: A aB A. It is but a simple step to t h e 
Adagi o of 'falter Piston's second qua rtet. Outlined, this 
movement of the l a tter c omp oser's quartet appea rs : ABC B A. 
And it is here in the p erfect symmetry of design t ha,t kin-
ship with the tra ditiona l three-part song fnrm becomes evi~ 
dent. This t h en becomes t he pa ttern for slow movements in 
the ma jority of .America n qua rtets--many secti ons s haped int o 
a ba l a nced form. 
The central movement of Ma son's String ·~.uartet in G 
Minor on Negro Themes exemplifies thi s t Y9 e of form in a 
structure wh i c:h is built thus: A B .ABC ABA . The sma ller 
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proportions of the l a st sections crea te a cur i ous tele sc op ic 
effect. 
Af ter the strictly conventional sonata form of t h e 
opening movement, t he slo ·.r movement of Wal ter Piston' s 
String ~uartet No. 1 is surprisingly orig ina l. The princ i-
pali theme is stated, f ollowed by a ca nonic entra nce of t h e 
sub sid.i a r y theme whi ch lea ds to the restatement of theme A. 
There is a middle section ba sed on a motive drawn from a 
fragment of the principal theme . This motive is treated 
ca nonically a nd fina lly appee;rs in stretto. 'i'hen each of 
the voices drops out , lea ving a sine;le line which lea. ds to 
a return of t h e first pa rt. This time t he theme appea rs in 
inversion whi le the oth er voices are repea ted no ·1e for note. 
'l'wo composers, Converse a nd Randa ll, following this 
genera l sc heme have made effective use of a brief introduc-
tory passage in bi nding t he movements into a ti ghtly knit 
unit. 'The s econd movement of C onver· se ' s String Q.ua:cte -r; in 
A JHnor commences wi th a brief Adagio introduction. An 
Andante theme follows which i s soon suppl a nted by the open-
ing da gi o. It in turn is followe d by the Andante. At this 
point new ma teria l is presented. Its duration is shor~, for 
the Andante ~heme is r esta ·ted, but this time in 6/4 rather 
than 4/4, which gives it a different character. A new 
sect ion, ba sed on a c on trasting t h eme, is pre s ented, equa. l 
i n leng th to the wh ole prec e dir g pa. rt. ~· t it s c onclusion 
t he first sec tion r eapp ea r s a s bef ore . A diagr am of the 
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form, x A x C B - XJ .. xilC, su c;g e s ts whEt I 1ould term a 
c omplex 'BA f orm. 
Th omps on ' s s low movement r e sembles Conv er s e' s in t h e 
t reo.tm ent of t h e i n t r oduc tory me. teri a l , h ut it is b r oa. der 
in sc op e, a s we CC:\ n s ee b y t h e followi ng t h emati c d i c::.gr a.m: 
I ntra. A i Dtro BA i n tro B C intro A intra ( au~mented) 
Two f e2.tures of this r:1ovement r e note 'vorthy: (1 ) t h e wh ole 
. ovement c ons ist s of R. theme etga i nst an e:wc om~;a.n iment fi gu Te; 
(2) t h e chi ef t h eme al'~Nays returns in the ton ic. 
Since S .muel Barber's forma l scheme for t h e centra l 
moY ement of his String Q,Uc..rtet is similar to the s e c lrea dy 
d isc ussed , a n outline ·will suffice to revea l the r a.n g e of 
extensions possible within this structural procedure: 
ABAA - C ~1\D - C B.A _ - CAAE - "BAA. 
This type of formal desi gn ha s become c ha r a cteristic 
o;f the slow movements of ma n;)r American string qua rtets. In 
a v ark a s recent a s Willia m Bergsma 1 s First String Quartet 
(1942) we find this plan: A A B AB CA. 
Not all of our composers bave favored slow movements 
constructed in several sections forming a symmetrical pa ttern .. 
Q.uincy Porter, in dir ect contrast to thj. s procedur e , ha s 
striven tov1a rds a monothema tic structure. Th e middle move-
ment of h is String su~ rtet No. 3 (1 930) is a curious a ma l -
gamati on of this sectiona l form plus monot h ema ticism.. All 
the themes, a lthough individua l in themsel Yes, gr O'N out of 
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t he princ i pHl sub tiect. 'rhe first, , t heme is stated. a nd 
developed. Th eme B, whj_ch is der ived from the open i ng t heme , 
is a l s o stE;,ted and developed. A third t h eme , r., r ece i ves 
similar trea t ment. A appea rs briefly betwe en t he B and c 
sections, and e,t the end . Thus a strong feeling of a single 
theme movement is established. 
The Lento of the Strine; Qua rtet No. 4 (1936) fi nds 
Porter c ompletely free of interest in the more loosely con-
structed form, a. nd the movement is completely monothemEJ.tic. 
The chief t heme is r epea t ed throuRhout in slightly altered 
forms. 
Some"rha t t he same scheme is followed in the Ad.B,gio 
movement of Virgil Th omson's Str i ng Q,ua rtet No. 2 (1932 ) . 
The procedure is similar to Porter's except tha t, r a ther 
tha n Echieving contra st by t hemat ic alteration, the t h eme 
is pa s s ed among the instr um ents ·with va ried. surJp ol:ting 
material . The movement ends with a stretto of the melody. 
c. Fi!!al Uoveme!_!ts 
1/fost of the America n composers ha ve been con tent to 
wti te 8. s imple rondo H S a l a st movement. In a fev.r i nsta nces 
the c omp oser, a lthough worJ<:in,, within the rondo form , h.P.. s 
cr eated a s symmetrical a structure a s those we ha ve found 
i n t he s low movements . Va l ter Piston builds t l e f i mtl e of 
his second quartet upon two theme s arr a nged thus: 
_A_A B AA B AJ1. Coda. 
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The element s of b oth a s low a nd f as t movement a re 
comb i n e d i n th e l as t mov ement o!· Uorma n Loc~l\: ~!cod ' s th:trd 
quartet to :produce t b is b 2. l anc ed design : 
Introduction (Adag io) - ABA - I n troducti on 
(Adagio) - Coda (A ) 
We h e-w e a l rea. dy e en intro ductol'y sections used a s a unify ing 
:pri c iple i n t h e qua rtets of Thompson a nd r. onver se . 
An effort to bind a ll t he movements of t he qua rtet 
toget her b ee omes a p :pC?.rent in the qua rt ets of severa l men . 
This pra c tice has b ec ome widesprea d among many contemporary 
European composers. Bela :Ba.rtok offers striki ng ev i dence 
of it in his us e of a germ mot ive as the s ole s ource of 
Ma t erial fo r a complete qua rt e t.. Roge r Sessions builds 
the sec ond mov ement of his E minor qua rtet on a g ermic i dea. 
Althoug h not using a g erm motive for h is v.rhole quar-
tet--or for a complete mov ement for that ma tter--Virgi l 
Thoms on in the fo urth movement of his sec ond stri ng qu2.rtet 
oes make a s t r ong attempt a t unit.y. The ch ief t h eme is 
muc h like t ha t of the preced.i ne; movement. This become s 
esp ecia lly i n t e r es t ing , fo r the ma i.n t h eme of that move-
ment (th e t hird) r etur ns in the fi nale. ThePefore , in 
effect the l B,st two movement s of the qua rt et s.re built up on 
the same ma terial. Tl-Iis repetition:alr:lost sugg e s ts four 
sections i n three l o. r ger divisions, the third a nd fourth 
movements bec oming a s ·.ngl e o e. 
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Such a pa ttern becomes more crysta llized in Ra rber' s 
String Q,ua rtet, Opus 11 (1936) . ~:he fina l e be :~ i.ns with a 
return of pa rt of the first ~ovement . A pre sto follows 
that is ba sed upon the first few notes of t he pr j_ncipal 
theme and the virtuoso-like pa ssages of the opening move-
ment. The work ends with the openin ~ theme . Since this 
closine; movement consists or a reworking of much of the 
fir s t IP ovement of t he quartet, t he over a ll form of the 
work could be described in t wo ways : ( 1) a s three move-
ment s in four sections--J:t' ST - SLOW - FAST - VE.H.:C F.< ST; 
( 2 ) as a t h re e movement form: A B ' Coda. 
Perhaps the most strikinG adap tation of the rondo 
form occurs in the closing movement (Rondo Va ria tions) of 
Schuman's third qur..rtet (1939). It is a rondo with t h e 
usua l episodes, but ea ch time the rondo t h eme retul~ns it 
t akes on a different shape. Tow rd the end t h ere are no 
epis odes at all, but a n ava l a nche of repetitions of the 
t h eme i n ever new guises. 
CHAPTER V 
POLYPHONIC DEVICES 
l 
Conc urrent with the renaissHnce of cha mber music in 
the early yea rs of the t went :t eth century was a return to 
:polyphony. Intere s t in poly1)hony had recurred p eriod ic E',ll y 
throughout the centuries . Almost inevitably a revolt against 
the lush styles and harmonic extrc.w age,nc es of the romantic 
era wou.ld hc1ve as its c h ief weapon the objective intell ect-
ua lism of counte rpoint. This movement did not only t a k e 
shape a s a r a sh of fug ues, passacaglia s, or p relud es flowi ng 
from the pens of modern composers. While single movements 
were written in these forms , counterpoint, r c_ ther than 
a lwe..ys bec oming isoln.ted in specific sect 1ons of a work, 
bec c:,m e a n integral part of the fabric of wl~ ole comp osi ·tions. 
America.n c omp osers, in step with t h e times, enthusiastically 
ad op ted these ageless forrns a nd devices, a nd injected their 
own personP. l i ti es into them. Thus polyphony ha s become the 
most s1rn1fica nt tec~n 1 c al aspect of their music. 
I. BRIEF' I MTI'AT IVE PASSAGI,~S 
The most useful a nd therefore wide ly used contrapuntal 
device ha s been c a nonic imite.tion. Every composer in some 
y----------------
cf. Chap ter II this paper, p. 5 
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composition ha s ma de use of melodic IrnltB.tion. Even Debus sy, 
1 i gh prie s t of block harmony, em loye d counterp o i nt in a few 
of his works . In the qua rtets of some ol d er Americ tm com-
posers of the present c e ntury--:-Converse, !vTc'1. sun, J-a cobi, a nd 
Shepherd--p olyphony is utiliz e d strictly as an c..ca demic 
device . Slight im1ta tive pa ssag es a p pear briefly, but 
never alter the essentially h omophonic texture of the music . 
such e. t y-y e of qua si - polyphony a ppeP. rs in the Second String 
Q,u a rtet by Freder i.ck Ja cobi: 
The use of the motive in imita tion b :' contra ry motion 
for so brief a spa n of notes indica tes the a c a demic motiva -
t i on . Throughout the work f a int hintsof counterpoint p er-
sist, of ten ting~ d with a left-handed attempt a t a free 
invers i on, a s in t h e following excerpt: 
1mson's handling of imitative counterpoint is similar 
to Jacobi's in many respects. Imitative passages, which at 
their inception appear quite promising , are abruptly aban-
doned. !~ny of them have four distinct ~ntries, the total 
lasting only one and a half or two measures at most. 
n _#_ .U- .. . ,. • "" :t.- ~ : 
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Here the passage leads to the climax of the develop-
ment, a practice common in American string quartets. When 
he does write a can on that continues -for several measures, 
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lll!ason is never a slave to the device, altering intervals or 
rhythms freely. 
· -~ /E t tt it* r 2#f:ift5litt ;J 
-~J J i lJ±f Jl j J3 f-J1 ll l:.lf J J f!l 
1Mr " a i' tt ar fl. . nauJP 1 
2np} rp ifTJ J l J ·J%l tfJ H1l J :p !I' ...... v ':'-= ..., 
This canon continues for twenty-three measures at the 
i nterval of the octave--the canonic interval employed 
throughout the work. 
Canonic imitation is confined exclusively to bridge 
or climactic passages by Arthur Shepherd in his Q,uartet for 
strings in E Minor. The material is generally rhythmic 
rather than melodic, and the imitation is of short duration, 
j I 
' 
' -
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The previous ex ample revea ls an idiosyncrac y p eculia r to 
Sheph erd. In t wo differ ent pa ssages, each having four 
entries of a melodic fragment , two of the four entri es 
occur in the second violin. The cello never t a kes par t 
in the i mita tion, but continues to furnis h t he harmonic 
foundation. 
Insta nces of themes a nd motives pre sented in inv ersion 
or retrogr ade ar e f a irly common with certa in younger com-
posers, such as Thompson, Piston, a nd Sessions. In his String 
Quartet No. 1 i n D Minor, Thomp sen constructs a great part 
of the first movement upon tne second t h eme, which appears 
imitat ivel y in it s normal and inverted forms. 
p --- """ 
Rog er Sess ions in his String quartet in E Minor 
makes excel l ent use of polyphonic devices by building the 
whole of his second movement upon a three note f igure: 
\ 
....£-::::::> 
I .l. 
. . 
The movement begins with the motive in the first violin. It 
is then treated by inversion, diminution, imitation, a nd 
retrograde. The repetition of the c hief theme includes the 
three-note figure in both its original and retrograde form: 
-"' r r 1f 
Sequences follow which a re based on the same fi gure, this 
time a dim':i.nished form being employed with t i1e original. 
The statement of the second theme is preceded by a passage 
in which this germic cell is presented in diminished and 
inverted-diminished forma. In addition to thematic trans-
formation the motive undergoes rhythmic changes effected- by 
a shif ting triple and duple metre. In the recapitulation 
the motive is further altered, appearing in diminished fo:r:m 
i n both the forwa r d a nd retrograde directions: 
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An a ugmented ve1·si on of the germ cell in all the instruments 
concludes the movement. 
Although retrogression of a complete theme or section 
i s seldom found in American music, our composers find it an 
especially useful method of treating brief melodic fragments. 
II. CANONS 
The canon has been resurrected by American composers 
as their favorite a nd most often-used of all the polyphonic 
forms a nd devices. As employed by our more contrapuntally-
minded composers the canon does not appear as an arbitrary 
treatment of the material at hand but as a natural setting 
of mel odic material which itself dictates the procedure . 
The canons most frequently employed in contemporary 
American string qua rtets a re undoubtedl y the two- and foUI:-
part canons a t the interval of the unison or octave. Some-
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American composers rarely resort to the double canon 
in their quartets. In all the works ana lyzed only two 
instances ot its use were found. Walter Piston introduces 
a double canon in the opening movement of his String Q,ua:ctet 
No. II. The two canons are in~erlocked; the first played 
by the cello and first violin, the second by the viola and 
second violin. Ea ch voice follows a t the dista nce of two 
beats and the imitation is a t the interva l of the minor 
third which is mainta ined throughout : 
WJH 
JPJ1 
'l'he double canon in the Fourth Prelude of R oy Harris' 
String qucu ·te-c No . I! I differs from that of Piston's second 
quartet in that both canons are begun and answered simul-
taneously. 'J'he f amilia r intervEl of t he octave is employed , 
a nd the canons continue for ten mea sures: 
FA ?- "' II....--- ~ ... ,? + ~~fC i3fi F 'j I =~ I 
- : 
• 
III. FUGATOS AND FUGUES. 
ext to t he ca non, t h e fugB. to a nd fugue are most popul ar 
.; i th Americ an c omp os P.r s . They app ea r i n many of the qu8.r tet s, 
out most especially i n those of Piston, Se ss ions, Harris, a nd 
Schuman. Th i s trend da t es back to the first quartet written 
b A~ • 1 y a n .fil'Jer1ca n. The tr~di tion, then, is well es t ab l ished. 
In one of the ea rliest America n string qua rt ets of the twen-
tieth century, Frederick Conver s e's Q,ua rtet for Strings in 
A ].[inor (1904,), 8.n i mitat ive passa ge occurs which has a ll 
the ea. r n o,rks of a. promis ing fuga to . Unf or tuna tely, t he c om-
po s er does not per sist, a nd aft er the fourth entranc e the 
c ount erpoint i mmedi a tely gives way to new ma teria l: 
lcf. p. 40 this paper. 
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Although both Piston and Sessions are prolific corn-
posers of fugatos and fugues, neither man has written a 
fugue as o?e of the movements of a quartet, while with 
Schmnan and Ha rris this has become standard procedure. 
Schuman's String ~uartets Nos. II and III each include a 
fugue as one of the movements. Roy Harris surpass es even 
this, for each movement of his String Q.ua rtet No. III 
consists of a prelude and fugue. 
After a slow introduction to the first movement of 
Schuman's third quartet a fugue subject is introduced by 
the viola. The usual answer follows in the second violin. 
The third sta tement deviates from the normal , however , and 
the subject in the first violin appears in augmentation. 
The cello answer s with the subject, similarly altered, thus 
forming a canon with the first violin. The development, 
based upon the themes of the introduction and the fugue 
subject, treated in all ma nner of contrapuntal complexities, 
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reaches a climax with a ~our part canon! 
Another example of a fugue as a movement of a quartet 
is offered in the String Q.uartet No. II by Schuman. In this 
case, the composer writes what might be considered double 
fugue. After the exposition of the first fugue subject and 
an episode based upon its material, a second exposition 
occurs that · is formed upon a cantabile theme. Closer examin-
ation reveals that the second subject is a revamped version 
of the first: 
F 
-.'let, since the altered theme is so completely different in 
effect, the movement must be acknowledged as a legitimate 
double fugue in point of subject-material. The subjects of 
both expositions are utilized in the development. The fugue 
is concluded With an augmented form of the first SUbject. 
Since each subject is handled separa tely and combined only in 
the development, the fugue must be designated as a quasi 
double-fugue. 
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Although the structure of Harris' String Q.uartet No. 
III is unique in consisting of four preludes and fugues, the 
movements, with one exception, are quite ordinary in terms 
of polyphony. Each of the preludes is a canon. The first 
prelude is a two-part canon, with the second violin and 
cello doubling one part and the first violin and viola 
'doubling the other. A three-part canon is the setting of 
the second prelude. It is in the third prelude that Harris' 
contrapuntal ingenuity comes to the fo1:e. I.t is essentially 
a two-part canon with two other contrapuntal elements woven 
in"to the fabric. 'l'he cello, which introduct:ls the t..neme, 
plays divisi from the mi ddle of the sec ond measure. The new 
two-measure counter-theme is based upon the opening measure 
and c ontinue s as a ground bass for two-thi rds of the prelude . 
The sec ond violin enter s in the middle of the t h ird measure 
i n a s i mila r manner. Therefore , two independent canons a re 
played by the two i nstruments, one of the canons being a 
ground ba ss. The two rema ining instruments enter in unison 
with a new theme of their own . The final result, then , is 
a s ix pa rt s tructure: 
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The four fugues have no distinguishing features, but the 
very f a ct of their exi s tence is testimony to the importance 
' 
of polyphony in c ontempor·ary American chamber music. 
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CHAPTER VI 
TEXTURAL Al{D HARMONIC ASPECTS 
I • 'I'EX ~~ORE 
'fexture, which is always an important element of any 
musical composition, is one of the most distinguishing 
features of skillful quartet writing. It can be compared 
to the shading or blending of colors in painting. The 
success or failure of' a string quar·tet depends upon the 
presence or absence of good texture. It was for this very 
reason that interest in the string quartet declined during 
the romantic period. The accent in music was on thicker 
textures which were hardly suited to the medium. 
Texture in American string quartets can be classified 
according to whether the music is conceived homophonically, 
polyphonically, or a combination of both. Mason, Converse, 
J·ac obi, Shepherd, Barber, and Whi thorne f all into the first 
group. Vlhithorne, much influenced by impressionism, writes 
pulsating harmonic backgrotmds for his themes, or sliding 
block harmonies that are characteristic of that school: 
The others, faced with the problem of providing a 
harmonic accompaniment for the theme, are unanimous in 
producing heavily textured quartets. As an example, rests 
are at a premium in Frederick J"ac obi's String Q,uartet lro. 
2, each of the instruments playing constantly . Passages 
for just two or three of the instruments are rare: 
In the main, Jacobi's quartet is indica tive o:t' the practices 
of the r emaining composers of his group. Mason and onverse 
do attempt to lighten the texture somewhat by brief excur-
sions into counterpoint throughout their quartets, but they 
essentially fall into the homophonic class. U.ason is more 
judicious than his fellow-composers in that he pairs his 
instruments--an excellent method for va rying texture. 
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The contrapuntists among Ameri can composers a re not as 
much troubled by problems of texture. The very nature of 
polyphony, with its adding and subtracting of voices and 
rhythmic alterations of a theme by diminution or augmenta-
tion, is such that a fluctuating texture results almost 
autom<:l,tica lly. For this reason the quartets of Piston, 
Ha rris, Schuman, and Lockwood are texturally mor·e successful 
tha t their predecessors, and scoring is more adroit, the 
instrumentation varys fr om one to four voices. The second 
movement of Piston's String ~uartet No. 1 is an excellent 
example of skillful man ipulation of voice s . A striking 
effect is achi eved in the middle section when the instr u-
ments a r e deleted one after another until only the cello is 
h eard. 
· Schuman is fond of para lleling pa irs of instruments in 
octaves. His second quart et opens in such a manner: 
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Lockwood represents the combination group. His third 
quartet contains a counter~art to every textural situation. 
found in the works of the composers in both preceding grcups . 
One passage may be as dense in texture as this: 
- ! 
In another the sc oring may be reduced to a minimum: 
- --
. I 
The term "a nima ted harmony" is the best to de scribe 
the music of Thomson, Th ompson and Bergsma. These men con-
ceive their music in terms of line, but t h e result is not 
counterpoint. The two older composers do occasional ly r esort 
to polyphonic devices, but this is the exception r a ther than 
the rule . And we find Bergsma neglecting traditional con-
trapuntal procedures in f avor of independent l ines that 
move freely, but are conceived hompphonically. This trea t-
ment woul d perhap s be successful in modern counterparts to 
Bach's chorales. Although more appropriate to the chamber 
music style than purely vertical texture , this kind of 
musical f abric can lack va riety and become sta tic. This 
fault is particularly exemplified in Bergsma's first 
quartet, and the constc:mtly-full scoring lacks imagination. 
II. STRING EFFECTS 
String effects are rather conspicuous by their absence 
in contempora ry American string quartets as a whole. The 
precedent set by Bela Bartok in his quartets has had virtu-
ally no influence upon our composers. The few devices used 
by them ca n easily be recorded: the string tremolo , a time 
h onored effect, is the most frequent, a nd it only appea rs 
in the works of half a doz:en composers at most; harmonics 
are the next in popula rity--they are in~roduced briefly in 
the first movement of Walter Piston's third quartet, and 
the manner in which they are employed is unusual in that 
they appea r in t he viola and cello, in contra st to their 
more normal use (in the orchestra) as an extension of the 
upper register. 
Roger Sessions makes one concession to the practices 
of Bela Bartok by writing glissandos in several passages 
of b.i s String ({,uartet in E 1Hnor. 
I I I. HARMONY 
• Eaglefield Hull has pointed out in his book Mode!n 
Harmonz1 that the four major divergences among traditional 
and modern harmonic techniques are: 
1A. Eaglefield Hull, Modern Harmo!!,l, Its Explanation 
and Application (London: A~g ener, Ltd. and BostOTI: Boston-
Music, 1928} · 
a. Other systems of chord-building than that 
founded on the superposition of unequal thirds. 
b • . The t ·welve-note scale as the basis of harmony 
and melody. This must be distinguished from 
the "chromatic" scale. 
c. The "tonaltt scale with its equal steps. 
d. The greater musical intelligence constantly 
demanded from the hearer by altered and 
added notes in chords, and by the practice 
of the elision of all unneccessary steps and 
chords. 
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The works of recent American composers mainly fall i nto s ubdivision 
(a). Harmonies const ruc t ed in fourths are a common feature of 
William Schuman's music. We find such passages as the following 
.in his second quartet: 
Sessions also favors quartal harmonies in his String Quartet 
in E minor. The superimposed fourths often r esult in a pily-
tonal chord: 
Fourths in pairs are a distinct part of Piston•s musical 
speech, as exemplified in these measures from his third 
quartet: 
i . 
une of the restrictions of this type of harmony becomes 
a pparent after an examination of the examples. Without 
exception, each of' the previous passages consists of 
chord s moving in parallel motion. Su~h ha rmonie s and 
textures tend to become trite and cOlllillOnplace, and in more 
recent years composers have avoided them.1 Chords built in 
fifths or mixtures of fourths and fifths are equally common. 
William Schuman begins the final movement of his second 
quartet with these ehox·ds: 
This method of constructing chords, although a trade-
mark of much of their music during the 1930's, is not uni que 
with American c omp osers. Schoenburg is credit ed with first 
i ntroduc ing such harmonies i n hi s Kammersy.mphonie i n E , Opus 
9. The same is true of other harmonic systems found in 
America n music --whole-tone chords, the exotic ch or ds of 
i mpr ess ionism, and the twelve-tone system, all of , vthich 
were introduced by European comp osers. Roy Harri s ~s 
demonstr a ted his a rti stic i ndependenc e by wor ki ng out~~n 
1 cf .. p. 35 this paper. 
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original harmonic system in addition to borrowing others. 
Nicholas Slonimskyl has pointed out that Harris' harmony is 
an outgrowth of the various modes in which he works. Harris' 
system is so organized that the ttdarkness" or "brightnessn 
of the mode can be determined. The Lydian mode is "brightn 
because the intervals from tonic are major or augmented. 
The lochrian mode is "dark, n sine e its intervals from the 
tonic are minor or diminished. This method plays an impor-
tant part in the String Quartet, No. 3. The prelude of the 
first movement is in the Dorian Mode. The fugue which 
follo 'lfTS is in the Aeolian mode, slightly darker. The first 
subject of the s 0cond fugue is in the Lydian and . Ionian modes: 
L'lt>IAN AliiP /tiNIAN 
JJC r " ti tr t r r'f· r ,.~ It· l'lfJJIIIJ r 1 J 
PHI1~Jvl JtNb LtHt12'1A • J e J. ~ J I OQ.t J I J 'F J J r IJ 
1Nicholas Slonimsky, "Roy Harris," Musical Quarterly-L 
January, 1947. 
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The harmony which results from the contrapuntal lines is also 
carefully controlled, and analyz ed psycbol ogically {ace or· ding 
to Slonimsky) . Vlhen the upper tones of the chord follow the 
natural b...armonic series of overt or1es, the c ol or is bright; 
when the upper voices jar against the fundamenta l tone, the 
effect is dark. Thus, major tonalities s~~bolize bright 
color, a nd minor tonalities, dark colors. Combinations of 
maj or triads, or minor triads, can , according to Harris, 
produce savage-bright or savage- darlc tonal colors. 
l( .. j/l'NA TIIJ'I 
DAKK-. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
The production of stri 111;; qu ar t e ts in .1 meric c:· ·ha s be en 
co_1side r' <:l,b le, desp ite its compa r a tiv e y outh a s a n a rt form 
in t his country. The first meric n quc:,rt e t wa s written 
le ss tha n a century a g o. Since the forms a nd t echni ques 
fo und in nin eteenth century .America n qua rtets ·were s i mpl y 
t r a nsp l a nted from Eur ope, a n d ha d not yet rec eiv ed native 
cultivation, the string qu art e t as a n indig enou s musi ca l 
expression d i d not c ome into be i ng unti l the beg inni ng of 
this century. Thus the l a st fifty yea rs have be en t h e 
p eriod of fruitage . The most p romising s i g n for the art 
ha s be en the stea dy increa se in the number of qu<:t rt e ts vrr i tten 
b y individual comp oser s . It ha s becone co~non to find five, 
six c:m o. even seven que,rtets included on the list of works 
by a n Am erica n comp oser. 
The ordina ry problems c onfronting a n infa nt a rt were 
compl icated by the nev:r t h eor ies and techn iques which were 
dev elop ing in Europ e. Th is wa s t h e p e r iod of our compo s er s ' 
pilgrimag es abroa d. It is na t ura l t h c:\ t i n returning to the 
Unit e d St a te s t h ey sh oul d. c a rry t h e s e infl uences with t h em. 
The p roblem t h en bec am e one of a s s i mi l ating the i n·_ova tions 
i n to America n music. 
In matters of f orm many forei n influences ca n be 
detected in Aneric a n f"!.Ua rt e t s . Piston, Ses sions, Schuman 
a nd J .... ockwood h.-ave a dopted the p r a ctices of .H. i ndemi th in 
uniting pol yphonic forms and devices wi th homophonic forms 
such a s the s ona t a . Bar tok' s germ-cel l typ e of construc -
t ion was essa.yed. in Sessions ' quartet ~ whi le a va ria tion 
, of it, t hemlilnothematic comTJ osition , app ea rs inl'orter ' s 
and ;l'homson's qua rtets . Then, too, t h e British p enchant 
f or sectional forms is paralleled in several Am er· ica n works . 
The s ole America n cla i m to origi_nality in design lies 
in t he s low movements, whi ch are f a sh ione d into symme trica l 
pat tern , found ed up on extensions of the basi c three - pa rt song 
t~ o1·m. This principle wa s fo und to be almos t unive1·sal am onc 
the Amer ica n comp oser s. 
Apar t from -the c onventi onal harmonies of turn-o:t'-"th e 
century Am erica ns, the harmonic s-cructu:ces have been only 
mi ldly iconocla stic, either bas ed on ch ords of t h e fourth 
a nd fifth, or p olytona lity . ~he use of the t welve tone 
system was found to be too infrequent a nd incons i stent to 
warran t s~eciftc discussi on . 
Counter p oint emer ges o.s t h e staDle of America n qm:1,r tet 
writing. Its wi de sprea d use, added -co the l og i cal, cohesive 
f orms , has indicated the one distinct trend recegni zahle in 
Amer i can qua.r tets --a leaning to :v-EJ . rds ·what mi ght be ter med a 
ne o- a ro que s t yle , C' ulmi. na ti ng in the third qua rtets of Harris 
and Schuman. 
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The growi ng and ever - me turing use of c ounter p oint hc~s 
ser ved to enhc:mc e t h e quc:,li ty c_nd. va ri et y of tex ture, thereby 
er i c a n c omposers with the most effectiv e e l ement 
of g ood qua rtet v1r iting .. Th is t ex ture, a nd count erpo i nt, 
tog eth er v-rith the craftsmanship i n design c onta ined i n 
i ndi v idua l nm ericc-r! strine uo. rt e t s, c, t t h is i nsure u s of a 
her it g e i n t hB gr a nd rea l m of cha mb er l!lusic .. 
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